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Bonded Through Tragedy, United in Hope
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925073324
Hilton Deakin is a Catholic bishop and a key figure in East Timor’s struggle for self-determination. At a
time when most Australians had little knowledge of, or sympathy for the plight of the East Timorese under
Indonesian occupation, he became a confidante to independence fighters and their supporters and a voice
for the voiceless. Not just a personal story, this is a story of one country’s struggle for independence –
where compassion, courage and commitment won out.

$24.95 Sophia $20.97

*Price valid until
30 June 2017

Biographies
Confessions of a Convert
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780870613043
Robert Hugh Benson was
a man full of humour and
humility, who faced many
struggles in life and faith.
Here, he takes us on his
journey through life, faith,
sacrifices and hardship.
Everbloom
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781612619330

Walk4One
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925073256

NOW IN

PAPERBACK

A jaw-dropping travelogue
about two friends who
used their ‘gap year’ to
cycle through remote
parts of the world, to visit
minority and persecuted
Christian communities.

Young Tasmanian, Samuel
Clear pledged to walk
around the world in an
effort to urge and inspire
all Christians to unite. He
had no idea how hard it
was going to be...

The Wonder of Her Love
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925009774

A community of women
writers come together to
share their stories. They
are gritty, painful, funny
and affirming. Join them on
their journeys as they find
their unique voices.

Cycling out of the Comfort Zone
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780281077458

Heroes of the Faith
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925009866

A celebration of Australian
Loreto nun Trish Franklin,
commonly regarded as
a living saint because of
her total dedication to the
poor and disabled. This is
her amazing story.

An all-star cast of authors
come together to deliver
in-depth profiles of
the women and men of
Christianity who have had
pivotal and lasting impacts
around the world.

People of God

The People of God series is a set of inspiring biographies for everyone! Each volume offers a compelling and honest narrative
of the life of an important twentieth or twenty-first century Catholic. Some living and some now deceased, each of these
women and men have known challenges and weaknesses familiar to most of us but responded to them in ways that call us to
our own forms of heroism. Each offers a credible and concrete witness of faith, hope, and love to people of our own day.
View all titles at garrattpublishing.com.au/pog

9780814637104
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9780814637036
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9780814648179
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The Attachment
R $29.95 – S $25.49 - 9781760294687
What started with a letter from a priest to an author blossomed into an unlikely, but genuine friendship.
This is a chronicling of that friendship and a book that will move you to be more present in your life and
the lives of others, be passionate about what you have but desire to seize the day and understand the true
value that life has.

$25.00 Sophia $22.50

*Price valid until
30 June 2017

Spirituality
The Divine Dance
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281078158
In what Richard Rohr calls
his most important book,
learn how to live in creative
collaboration, to appreciate
each other’s differences
and to show each other
“a beautiful choreography
for a life well-lived...”
humility and compassion.
BONO, U2

Jumble Sales of the Apocalypse
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281077212
Simon Jenkins hilariously
highlights the true value
of religion by exploring
the comedy of its wilder
excesses. It looks at religion
gone wrong, gone right, or
simply gone AWOL.
The Healing Habit
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781782183082
Daniel O’Leary brings
powerful insights and
wonderful common sense
in his latest book on healing
and healthy thinking. These
insights will help you get
through each day better!
An Angel for You
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9780824520410
The 50 angels in this book
can be companions on our
life’s journey. Fr. Anselm
Gruen explains how the
wisdom of these angels can
help us meet the challenges
of everyday life.

1300 650 878

Vesper Time
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781626982314

Busy Lives Restless Souls
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780829444957

You can’t stop growing
older, but you can certainly
make it easier! With a
foreword by Joyce Rupp,
Frank Cunningham’s book
explores growing older
with humour and grace.
God Moments
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9781594716478

If life seems like
something’s missing –
then this book is for you!
Becky Eldredge interprets
the principles of Ignatian
spirituality to help you deal
with your daily routines.
Stories
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9780879463748
Thirty-five of John Shea's
timeless stories are
collected here for the
first time. With Scripture
passages preceding each
story, this is destined to
become another classic.

God is everywhere,
but how do we find his
presence in ordinary
things? Andy Otto shows
us three practices that
helped him to find God in
all things.
Happiness Habit
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781782182559
In The Happiness Habit,
O’Leary presents one page
reflections on a theme
featuring a quote from
well-known writers and
personalities like Oprah,
Pope Francis and more!
Unconditional Love
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780824522476

Walking on Water
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9780824522155
In our fast-changing world,
it’s comforting to know
there’s a book you can pick
up to help you centre and
relax. Anthony de Mello’s
gives you the complete
AVAILABLE
meditative experience.
JULY
Waiting for God
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780824522506

After a near-death
experience, Henri Nouwen
experienced a love so real
that it became a pointer
to the truth of who we are
and what we are called to
do in this world.

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au

Waiting for God can be
hard when we have so
much fear. Henri Nouwen,
discusses what it means to
wait for God and what it
means when it is said that
God is waiting for us.
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Spirituality
Saint Benedict for Boomers
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9780814647028
Saint Benedict’s wisdom
is perennial, and this book
for ‘baby boomers’ will
be a source of comfort
and reassurance as they
AVAILABLE negotiate their meaningful
JUNE
golden years.
The Divine Imprint
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780281078103
Atheists demand to have
proof of God delivered
through scientific means.
Russell Stannard examines
the merits of looking
inwards into oneself as the
real means to find God.
That You Might Have Life
R $29.95 – S $25.46 - 9781627852579
God loves us and David
Haas invites us, through
twelve spiritual activities,
to grow closer to God
and others by embracing
this love. Perfect for both
individual and group use!

Little Lessons from the Saints
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9780829445015

Praise the Name of the Lord
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780814645727
Archbishop Fitzgerald’s
enlightening exploration
of the Bible and the
Qur’an invites readers to
encounter God through
these important Christian
and Muslim texts.

We all want to live a
life more saintly. But
how? The answer lies in
Bob Burnham’s book of
52 short, but powerful
spiritual lessons from 52
different saints.
Spiritual and Religious!
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9780281072842

Be Transformed
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9781594716812

Tom Wright argues why he
believes that people who
say ‘I'm spiritual, but not
religious’ are reverting to
forms of ancient paganism.
Where is the Gospel in
today’s world?

Bob Schuchts is back with
an incredible new book in
which he explores how we
can all grow spiritually in
the midst of our sinfulness,
through the grace of the
Sacraments.

Life is Simple
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9781612619286

Teaching Kids To Care
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781627852524

This book is a celebration
of the simplicities of life.
With reflections from
various authors, songs,
psalms and prayers, you are
sure to find that simplicity
is the key to the heart.

Find hundreds of
wonderful activities and
other resources, organised
by 25 virtues, that
encourage kids to care!
Perfect for use in homes
as well as small and large
groups of children!

Little Books of Guidance
These 12 books have been written by world experts on each individual topic. Each book unpacks a wealth of knowledge and presents
them in an easy and approachable way. These books will inspire you, answer your questions and, best of all, do it in under an hour each!

Buy any 4 titles for $40

9780281074402

9780281076604

9780281074396

9780281074389

9780281075409

9780281074419

9780281076567

9780281076581

9780281073245

9780281073221

9780281073283

9780281073269
*no further discounts

R $12.95 - S $11.01 each
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Spirituality
Joyce Rupp: Essential Writings
RRP $44.95 - 9781626982338
Joyce Rupp is one of the most influential and respected people in the Christian and spiritual
world. Over her incredible career, she has published books that have guided and touched
the lives of women and men all over the world. The selections here are drawn from more
than 30 of her books and dozens of essays – their purpose is to show you who she is now,
where she came from and where she is going – all in her own words.

$39.95 Sophia $31.47

*Price valid until
30 June 2017

Prayer Seeds
R $34.95 - 9781933495989

$29.95 Sophia $24.47

*Price valid until
30 June 2017

To show further support to this outstanding author, enjoy Rupp's latest book, Prayer Seeds, at its
Book of the Month price until the end of June. See page 6 for more information.

Where is God in Suffering?
R $29.95 – S $25.46 - 9781847306838

The Way of Gratitude
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626982321

We all experience horror
and loss in our lives,
which can drive many of
us to question our faith
and God’s presence. But
Brendan Purcell is here to
show us how God is always
in our lives.

A wonderful book that is bursting with essays, experiences, fiction,
poems, meditations and inspired ideas on the joy of being thankful.
These honest and heartfelt writings have been shared by a vast
array of contributors, whose words have already inspired millions
– Joan Chittister, Michelle Obama, Henri Nouwen, Joyce Rupp,
David Steindl-Rast, Rowan Williams and Maria Shriver, just to
name a few! Who would have thought the simple act of being
thankful could bring such cheer and happiness to your day!

AVAILABLE
JUNE

Living Against the Grain
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9780829445039
Today’s culture thrives on
telling us what to do and
who to be. But will we get
the fulfillment that we all
long for? Tim Muldoon
helps you find the person
you were made to be.
Seeking Spiritual Balance
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9781627852562
What throws you off
balance? Kathy Hendricks
helps us identify what
sends us off-kilter and then
how we can live richer and
more prayerful lives within
our own limitations.

1300 650 878

Self-help

Stop Existing, Start Living
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780232532845
Have you ever felt as
though you’re sleepwalking
through life? Christine
Woolfenden guides you
through proven techniques
of hypnotherapy to kickstart your life.
Sacred Space:
A Little Book of Encouragement
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780829444971
Everyone needs a little
encouragement every now
and again and this ‘wee’
book with 70 chapters
of Gospel readings,
reflections and prayers
does just that.

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

I Thought There Would Be Cake
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9780281075768
Life never turns out like we
plan, but if we connect with
what we do have honestly,
it bring us real consolation.
This book explores topics
in a candid way, bringing
AVAILABLE
AUGUST essential wisdom.
Words of Healing
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9781612619071

garrattpublishing.com.au

Many take different paths
on their way to healing.
This colouring book is
filled with words of healing
and prayer, paired with
scripture. Uplift your spirit
and nourish your soul.
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Prayer
Prayer Seeds
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781933495989

See p5

This is Joyce Rupp’s latest
book of prayers. Organised
thematically, her prayers
exemplify her warmth and
sensitivity to the joy and
sadness of life. Like seeds
planted in our soul.

Praying on Empty
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9781627855987
We all have times when
we pray and come to feel
nothing. Kathleen Glavich
gives you the help and
guidance you need to
navigate these hard times,
that we’ve all experienced!
Essential Celtic Prayers
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781612619262
This book is a collection of
some of the most beautiful
Celtic prayers that speak
to us across the centuries.
Immerse yourself in the
deep spirituality of Celtic
tradition.

Prayers for Dementia
9780232532975

AVAILABLE
JUNE

Prayers for Depression
9780232532951

Two helpful and comforting books for people living
with dementia or depression and those who care
for them. Each contains a collection of appropriate
prayers, bible quotations, practical advice and a
resource section with useful contacts and further
reading. Ideal to have at hand when reassurance and
support is needed.
R $19.95 - S $16.96 each

The Heartbeat of Faith
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780879465797
Children love rhyme,
rhythm and repetition.
So, Sr Kathleen Glavich
created this book of poems,
finger plays and prayers to
introduce preschoolers to
our Catholic faith.
Nuts & Bolts of Daily Spirituality
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9781585959204
Father Knight says
Christian life is a mystery.
The saints, that we all love,
make living the Christian
life look easy, even though
it isn’t. However Knight
feels he can help you here.

Holy Desperation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780829445145
Desperation has many
faces. Here, Heather
King, herself an addiction
survivor, shows us that
when we’re desperate, it’s
precisely the right time to
cry out to God.
Prayers of the Reformers
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781612619279
We are in the 500th
anniversary year of the
reformation. Through this
collection of writings we
learn of the hopes and
concerns of the reformers
through their prayers.

Grief and Loss
May I Walk You Home
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781594712142
Joyce Rupp joins with the
experience and empathy
of hospice educator Joyce
Hutchison to create an
invaluable book for those
caring for someone on their
final journey home.
It Is As It Is
R $32.95 – S $28.01 - 9781847306852
This is ideal for those dealing
with illness, or the death of
a loved one. Comfort comes
from a heartfelt personal
testimony of the relationship
of Malina Godyka and her
terminally ill friend.
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Now That You’ve Gone Home
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781594712159
This collection of twentyfive stories helps readers to
navigate the grief of losing
a loved one, with stories
from Joyce Hutchison and
prayers and meditations by
Joyce Rupp.
Good Grief
R $7.50 - S $6.38 - 9780858198364
Since 1962, this classic
has been relied on by
thousands of people
worldwide to help them
deal with the grief of loss.
This book can be referred
to countless times.

Follow us at

On My Way Home
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781594717291
After chronicling other
people’s stories in her
previous books, Joyce
Hutchinson, sat down to
tell her cancer journey as
her own death approached,
hoping to benefit others.
Rivers of Sorrow
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781627850131
This is the book to have
when grief happens.
Using scripture as a guide,
bestselling author Paula
D’Arcy walks us through
our grief and its stages.
This will sooth the soul.

facebook.com/garrattpublishing

@GarrattPub

Meditation
Coming Home
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925073287
Completely Revised.
Help children meditate
in the classroom and in
daily life. It will inspire and
encourage anyone helping
children to grow to their
full potential.
Living with the Mind of Christ
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9780232532500
Stefan Reynolds brings us
a theologically grounded
guide to mindfulness
that is both a tool for
strengthening your
spirituality and de-stressing
your mind.
Spiritual Wisdom and Divine Light
R $16.95 - S $14.41 - 9781627851657
This beautiful colouring
book is filled with stunning
jewel windows to colour,
each complimented by
words from the Bible and
saints to inspire you to
pause, meditate and pray.

In Stillness Conquer Fear
R $34.95 - S $29.71 9781925073140

COMPLETELY
REVISED

Here, Pauline McKinnon’s
story will resonate with
anyone who deals with
anxiety or fear daily. Let
Pauline, with 30 years as a
psychotherapist, give you
her insight and experience.

Christian Meditation: Your Daily Practice
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781920721794

Mindful Meditations & Thoughts
for Every Day
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781782183099
Sr Stanislaus Kennedy
wants to help you sow new
seeds of love, hope and
gratitude with her new
book of meditations and
thoughts for everyday. All
you need is 10 minutes!
Mindfulness and Christian Spirituality
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281074860
Mindfulness practice is
hugely popular these days!
Tim Stead asks what it has
to offer Christianity? Can
it transform the way we
manage stress and open us
up to the presence of God?

Learn to practice Christian
meditation, finding peace
and building on your
relationship with God. Let
Laurence Freeman skilfully
guide you , whether you’re
experienced or new!

Taboo or To Do?
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9780232532531

Waiting In Mindful Hope
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781847307590

There are many New Age
spiritual practices that
are being embraced by
Christians, Ross Clifford
and Philip Johnson, discuss
what should and shouldn't
be off limits to Christians.

Change brings out all sorts
of emotions in everyone.
Martina Sheehan explores
how you can find hope
in these times through
mindfulness and God in the
present moment.

Childrens
Jonah and the Whale
R $14.95 - S $12.71 - 9780281075003
When God asks Jonah to
go to Nineveh, he decides
to run away! But he gets
thrown overboard a ship!
What happens next?
Find out in this beautiful
retelling from the Bible.

Tabloid Bible
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9780281075065
Get kids to want to read
popular and obscure Bible
stories in this fully revised
and updated edition,
hilariously presenting these
stories as the media would
write them today!

1300 650 878

Daniel in the Lion's Den
R $14.95 - S $12.71 - 9780281074983

Noah and His Ark
R $14.95 - S $12.71 - 9780281074969

Daniel is given the best
job - being in charge of the
whole kingdom! But that
makes some people jealous
and Daniel ends up in a
den of lions. How will he
escape?

The animals make their way
onto Noah's ark to escape
the great flood! Kids will
love Alexa Tewkesbury’s
retelling of this classic
Bible story, complemented
by illustrations.
The Young David Series
R $14.95 - S $12.71 - each
This series may be for kids, but adults
will love it too! Each book is filled
with whimsical illustrations and a
story from King David’s childhood,
intertwined with a Bible message.
These adorable books will become the
go-to read at bedtime!

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au
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The Complete Encyclicals, Bulls, and Apostolic Exhortations - Volume I
R $59.95 - S $50.96 - 9781594717390
For the first time, all five major writings of Pope Francis – his encyclicals, bulls and apostolic
exhortations – are gathered into one volume! This handy ‘one-stop-shop’ will not only be
invaluable to students, teachers, priests and deacons, but it’s a fantastic resource for anyone
who wants to understand what the Pope thinks.

With the Smell of the Sheep
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626982246
Pope Francis speaks as a
person who loves being a
priest. In this collection of
his addresses, he shares his
vision of the priesthood,
ministry and service to the
people of God.

Care for Our Common Home
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781925009781

BULK
AVAILABLE

Once again you will
be captivated by Pope
Francis’ style of writing
in this book of beautifully
curated extracts from his
homilies and writings.
Learn to live out your faith.

In this clear group reading
guide, Bill Huebsch
helps pastors and
parishioners deepen their
understanding of Pope
Francis’ urgent call and to
make it real in parish life.

Will Pope Francis Pull it Off?
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780814645017

Ideal for individuals or
parish groups, this visually
stunning guide to Laudato
Si’ offers discussions
relevant to all Australians.

PRICING

Embracing the Way of Jesus
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9780829444896

The Art of Accompaniment
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781627852623

Francis: Life and Revolution
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9780232531640

Pope Francis wants to
reform the Catholic
Church. But can he pull it
off? Rocco D’Ambrosio’s
exploration of this question
results in a rich analysis of
the Catholic Church.

Here’s a unique insight
into Pope Francis from
the Italian correspondent
for La Nacion in Argentina.
Pique delves into Pope
Francis’ background to
reveal his personal side.

Morning Homilies Series
Now everyone can experience and enjoy Pope Francis’s morning
homilies from the chapel of St Martha's Guesthouse. The Morning
Homilies Series is a collection of these homilies and reflect the
spontaneous and original style that has won hearts throughout
the world, as well as his power to communicate the gospel
message with depth and freshness.

Buy all 4 titles
for $109.95*

*no further discounts
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R $39.95 - S $33.96 each

9781626982284

Follow us at

9781626981799

9781626981478

facebook.com/garrattpublishing

9781626981119

@GarrattPub

BULK

Prepare children for their Sacraments and create lifelong Catholics.

PRICING
AVAILABLE

Becoming Catholic will inspire your children to love Jesus.
Hundreds of Australian Parishes and Schools trust
Becoming Catholic’s comprehensive approach allowing
children, and their families, to come together and
share the joy and beauty of the sacraments.

G
IOK
B
BO S

Take your children on an incredible journey and
inspire in them, a love of Jesus.
Becoming Catholic: A Leader’s Guide to Baptism,
Confirmation, Eucharist and Reconciliation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925009880

R $11.95
S $10.16

37.5x
52cm

Along with the New Leader’s Guide,
Becoming Catholic’s Big Books provide
catechists and teachers with engaging
classroom resources to immerse children
in their Catholic Faith.

REVISED!

R $11.95
S $10.16

Big Books

R $11.95
S $10.16

Eucharist: A Practical Guide for Families
9781922152022
Confirmation: A Practical Guide for Families
9781922152046

R $89.95 - S $76.46

SPECIAL
SALE
$ 69.95 until

30 June 2017*

A Parent’s Guide to
Baptism, Confirmation,
Eucharist & Reconciliation
9781922152008

*no further
discounts

Reconciliation and Eucharist Big Book
Includes CD-ROM - 9781922152763
Baptism and Confirmation Big Book
Includes CD-ROM - 9781922152756

Reconciliation: A Practical Guide for Families
9781922152039

NEW to Becoming Catholic? Learn more at www.garratt.com.au/bc/ or get a discounted SAMPLE PACK to review today!
R $29.95 - BCRP2014*
* (Review Pack includes the Parents Guide and each of the family workbooks on Eucharist, Reconciliation and Confirmation). Max 5 packs per customer. No further discounts.

Amazing gift ideas for kids!
The Australian Children’s Prayer Book
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781925073195

BULK

PRICING
AVAILABLE

The Australian Children’s Prayer Book is ideal for children to
learn traditional prayers, and prayers that touch all areas of
their lives. The friendly and colourful illustrations reflect
unique Australian themes and special days we celebrate and
honour. A fun and easy to read prayer book that primary
aged students will enjoy. Makes an ideal gift book for
Confirmation or Reconciliation.

Contact us
for free
Dear Pope
Francis
teacher
resources!
Dear Pope Francis
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073188

The Australian Children’s Mass Book
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781921946004
Enable children to become full participants in the Mass from
an early age. Written in a simple, easy to- follow way, children
are gently guided through the order of the Mass using
colourful diagrams and prompts. A fun and informative
guide to the Mass. Makes an ideal gift for First Eucharist.
PRICING

BULK
AVAILABLE

1300 650 878

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

This fully illustrated book is a collection of
questions from children around the world
to Pope Francis. Pope Francis answers
each question, showing them God’s love.
An inspiring read for both students and
teachers. Perfect gift for First Eucharist or
Confirmation.

garrattpublishing.com.au
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A Friendly Guide to Women in
the New Testament
$24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073355
This new Friendly Guide, from Rosemary
Canavan, introduces the reader to the
multitude of women of the New Testament.
All take their place in the story of Jesus and
the development of the Jesus/ Christian
movement after the resurrection. They are
mothers, daughters, sisters and wives living
in the first century with all of its limitations on
their participation in public life.

A Friendly Guide to the Resurrection
of Jesus
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073171
Christians take it for granted that
Jesus rose from the dead. Without this
belief, there would be no such thing as
Christianity as we know it. How was this
belief born? Once it was alive and central
to the lives of the earliest Christians,
how did they pass on their belief to the
following generations? Francis Moloney
answers your questions.

Friendly Guides
Ideal introductions to theology and the Christian faith, these Friendly Guides are perfect for parishioners, parish study groups, teachers,
students and parish and school communities.

Bulk pricing available. Contact us for more information.

Jesus
9781920721978

Matthew’s Gospel
9781921946332

John’s Gospel
9781921946325

Luke’s Gospel
9781921946318

Mark’s Gospel
9781921946202

Paul
9781921946998

Prayer
9781921946141

The Mass
9781920721954

The New Testament
9781920721947

The Old Testament
9781921946974

EACH
5 The Prophets
R $24.9
1 9781925009613
S $21.2

Vatican II
9781921946301

A Handbook for Building Stronger Parishes
Case Studies, Reflections, Worksheets, Action Plans
R $29.95 - S 25.46 - 9781925073249
Drawing on the ACBC’s Pastoral Research Office’s ground-breaking research,
discover the factors that create stronger parishes.
Whether you want to conduct a total parish renewal or focus on only one
or two areas, A Handbook for Building Stronger Parishes provides excellent
reflection questions, worksheets and action plans to support you and
your parish team.
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Parish Resources
Enduring Ministry
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780814647110

Deepening Faith
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780814646526

Being a Christian leader is not always smooth sailing. It can be
a rollercoaster ride of fulfilment and challenges. In Enduring
Ministry, Samuel Rahberg draws not only on his own Christian
leadership experience, but also from monastic tradition, to
deliver a book that helps provide relief and invigoration to
ministerial life.

21 Activities that Really Work
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9782896883875
Michelle Lepine shares her
powerful story of faith with
you through the creative
and fun activities she uses
to help kids learn more
about their faith and grow
in discipleship of Jesus.

Energizing Your Children's Ministry
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780758654953

The catechesis received
as child isn’t enough to
sustain faith throughout
adulthood. Here, Janet
Schaeffler outlines
strategies to support adults
of all ages.
Engaging the Parking Lot Parent
R $16.95 – S $14.14 - 9781627852531

Cynthia Brown draws
upon her 40+ years of
experience in children's
ministry, and includes
personal anecdotes, to
make a tool for creating
children's programs.

Why have many parents
disengaged from the faith
community and what can
you do about it? Discover
strategies to support
parents, so that they can
share in the love of Christ.

Little Rock Scripture Study Materials
After the Eucharist, the most important encounter with Christ that
can be had is through the Word of God in the Scriptures, which is why
Scripture study should be an integral part of the Parish community.
These Scripture Study Materials cover many themes, are designed
for small-groups, are simple to implement, and include all the
information and resources required.
For more information visit garrattpublishsing.com.au/lrss

Audio Lectures - CD

Answer Guide

Study Set
Video Lectures - DVD

Divine Renovation Guidebook
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9781925073331

Divine Renovation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925073201

Get a blueprint from Fr. James Mallon to help you
lead your parish from one that simply meets the
needs of parishioners to be an outward focused
missionary community of disciples. To keep
your church alive and relevant, parishes must
embrace their mission – to make disciples. This is a
companion volume to Divine Renovation.

Bring your parish to life with this engaging and
accessible guide to develop and further cultivate
a vibrant, dynamic faith filled community. Pastors
and parish ministers will be inspired by this book
and turn to it for many years to come.

Theology
Faith-Based Development
R $49.95 - S $42.46 - 9781626982147
What role does religion
or even faith play in
international development?
Many say little, but Bob
Mitchell believes that
church organisations will
always have major roles!

1300 650 878

The World According to Theologygrams
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780232532913

The Opal and the Pearl
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781782183068

In Rich Wyld's follow-up
to the incredibly popular,
humorous and witty
AVAILABLE Theologygrams, theology
JULY
is presented in the form
of easy-to-understand
diagrams.

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au

In this literary tour-deforce, Mark P Hederman
critiques Catholic teaching
on sex and stresses the
need for an ethics of sexual
behaviour outside the
demands of marriage.

»11

Fiction
Tales of Rome
This exciting fictional series for 8 to 12 year olds, by best-selling
author Kathy Lee, follows the adventures of Bryn, a young
Christian Briton during the tumultuous Roman era. Young people
will love the dynamic, action packed stories that are bursting
with battles, gladiators and high-energy chases – it truly brings
the ancient world to life. But it’s not all about doom and gloom
– Christian messages are subtly intertwined within the stories.
This is a series that they won’t want to put down.

9780281076338

R $14.95 - S $12.71 each

TOR4

The Soldier the Gaoler the Spy and her
Lover
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781910674468
It's 1649 and England’s
divinely-appointed king’s
head is on the chopping
block. How did it come to
this? Find out through four
beautifully interwoven
tales in Simon Parke’s
latest novel!

9780281076376

9780281076390

9780281076352

Grace Alone
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780758657114

The Story People
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9780758656254

Single mum Grace Williams
has made some bad
decisions in her life. She
is not a Christian, but she
is surrounded by people
of faith who show her the
blessings and benefits of
faith in Jesus.

This is the story of a girl
and a guy. A bookstore
owner and a children’s
author. But what impact
will nostalgia and conflicts
within their own pasts
mean for them, and does
God fit in?

Silence
Silence
R $19.99 - S $16.99 - 9781447299851

NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
FROM MARTIN SCORSESE

Shusaku Endo’s awardwinning novel tells the
story of an idealistic Jesuit
priest who journeys to help
the brutally oppressed
Christians in 1640 Japan,
and find his former mentor.

In Search of Japan’s Hidden Christians
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281075522

HISTORY BEHIND
THE FEATURE FILM

SILENCE

Faith Stripped to Its Essence
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780879465810
Martin Scorsese’s new
film, Silence, will raise a
wide range of faith-related
questions. And Patrick T.
Reardon’s latest book is
the perfect guide for group
reading and discussion.

For generations, Japan’s
‘Hidden Christians’
preserved a faith that
was forbidden. Their
descendants still practise
their beliefs, but refuse to
rejoin the Catholic Church.
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Small Investment – Big Savings!

Future-proof your budget by becoming a Sophia BookClub member! For less than $50 a year you receive
a 15% discount on EVERY full-priced title. Plus you’ll save more throughout the year with other exclusive
offers. Start stretching that budget today!
For more information see garrattpublishing.com.au/sophia
1300 650 878
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